Abstract: Flash floods in mountainous catchments are often caused by the rainstorm, which may result in more severe consequences than plain area floods due to less timescale and a fast-flowing front of water and debris. Flash flood forecasting is a huge challenge for hydrologists and managers due to its instantaneity, nonlinearity, and dependency. Among different methods of flood forecasting, data-driven models have become increasingly popular in recent years due to their strong ability to simulate nonlinear hydrological processes. This study proposed a Support Vector Regression (SVR) model, which is a powerful artificial intelligence-based model originated from statistical learning theory, to forecast flash floods at different lead times in a small mountainous catchment. The lagged average rainfall and runoff are identified as model input variables, and the time lags associated with the model input variables are determined by the hydrological concept of the time of response. There are 69 flash flood events collected from 1984 to 2012 in a mountainous catchment in China and then used for the model training and testing. The contribution of the runoff variables to the predictions and the phase lag of model outputs are analyzed. The results show that: (i) the SVR model has satisfactory predictive performances for one to three-hours ahead forecasting; (ii) the lagged runoff variables have a more significant effect on the predictions than the rainfall variables; and (iii) the phase lag (time difference) of prediction results significantly exists in both two-and three-hours-ahead forecasting models, however, the input rainfall information can assist in mitigating the phase lag of peak flow.
Introduction
Flooding is one of the most serious and frequent disasters worldwide, which causes life loss and structure damage, including buildings, roads, bridges, etc. [1, 2] . Climate and land use change are making the frequency of extreme precipitation and flash flood disasters rise [3] [4] [5] . The changing conditions (e.g., global warming, climate extremes, population growth, etc.,) also largely exaggerate flood risk, which brings more severe challenges to hydrologic forecasters [6, 7] . Reliable flood forecasts play a critical role in flood disaster mitigation. Over the past decades, various hydrological models have been developed and broadly used for flood forecasting [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In general, these hydrological models can be divided into three categories, namely lumped (e.g., Xinanjiang model), semi-distributed (e.g., TOPMODEL) and distributed models (e.g., SWAT) [15] .
However, hydrological models are rarely used for flood forecasting in mountainous catchments due to the limited accuracy of forecasts. The conventional flood forecasting models applied to mountainous catchments are problematic (e.g., short lead time, low accuracy) on account of the strong non-linearity and high uncertainty of the hydrological process in the mountainous area. In addition, it is difficult to predict the flood hydrograph for the mountainous area where sufficient data on rainfall The rainfall and discharge data recorded at hourly timestep are collected from the local hydrological bureaus [47] for this study. There are 69 flood events extracted from the data during the period from 1984 to 2012. The 80% data (55 flood events) are used for training, and the remaining 20% (14 flood events) are used for testing. The division of training and testing datasets is based on the chronology. The detailed characteristics of flood events (i.e., rainfall, duration, and peak discharge) are given in supplement material.
The peak flow values range from 71.2 m 3 /s to 402.5 m 3 /s in training dataset with the mean value of 143.0 m 3 /s. The highest peak flow of 561.1 m 3 /s appears in the testing dataset, which is used to test the extension performance. The average rainfall data is used for this study and calculated based on eight rainfall stations using the Thiessen polygon method, which is reasonable and practical for small catchment where the spatially distributed rainfall information can be neglected. The spatial locations of the rainfall stations are shown in Figure 1 . The rainfall and discharge data recorded at hourly timestep are collected from the local hydrological bureaus [47] for this study. There are 69 flood events extracted from the data during the period from 1984 to 2012. The 80% data (55 flood events) are used for training, and the remaining 20% (14 flood events) are used for testing. The division of training and testing datasets is based on the chronology. The detailed characteristics of flood events (i.e., rainfall, duration, and peak discharge) are given in supplement material.
Methodology

Support Vector Regression
The peak flow values range from 71.2 m 3 /s to 402.5 m 3 /s in training dataset with the mean value of 143.0 m 3 /s. The highest peak flow of 561.1 m 3 /s appears in the testing dataset, which is used to test the extension performance. The average rainfall data is used for this study and calculated based on eight rainfall stations using the Thiessen polygon method, which is reasonable and practical for small catchment where the spatially distributed rainfall information can be neglected. The spatial locations of the rainfall stations are shown in Figure 1. 
Methodology
Support Vector Regression
Support vector regression (SVR), which was proposed by Drucker et al. [48] , is a model of Support vector machine used for regression. SVR utilizes a hypothesis space of linear function in a high-dimensional feature space and is trained by the structural risk minimization (SRM) principle [34] . The input of SVR is mapped into a high-dimensional feature space using a nonlinear mapping function [35, 49] . The detailed description of the SRM principle can be found in the literature [34, 35, 46, 50, 51] , and the methodology of SVR is introduced in this section [46, 48] .
In the field of hydrology, most hydrological issues including rainfall-runoff modelling tend to be nonlinear. However, it is extremely difficult to solve nonlinear problems using a linear SVR model due to its limited ability for nonlinearity. The optimal solution is to introduce a nonlinear mapping function to transform input variables into a higher dimensional feature space, in which the original problem may be easily solved using linear regression. Therefore, we applied the nonlinear support vector regression for flood forecasting in this study.
Let S = [(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x n , y n )] represent a set of n samples, where x i and y i are the input vector and corresponding output target values, respectively, and a regression function f (x) can be approximately formulated to depict the nonlinear relationship between the inputs and outputs. The decision function of the SVR model can be written as:
where x is the model input variable vector; w and b are the parameter vectors of the function. φ(x) is a nonlinear mapping function. Then, the goal of the SVR algorithm becomes to find the optimal w, b and some internal parameters of φ(x). The optimal solution of the SVR algorithm can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
subject to
where ξ and ξ i * are slack variables that measure the training errors above and below an ε tube, and C is a positive constant penalty coefficient that determines the degree of penalized loss when a training error occurs. In Equation (3), the left term represents the generalization of the model, while, the right term reflects the empirical risk, and the objective of SVR is to minimize these two values.
The nonlinear SVR can also be expressed as a dual pattern using the Lagrange Multipliers, and the dual optimization problem of nonlinear SVR can be rewritten as [52, 53] :
where a i and a i * are the Lagrange Multipliers; K is the kernel function, which can be calculated by
The commonly used kernel functions in SVR include Linear, Radial Basis Function (RBF), Polynomial, and Sigmoid, shown as follows:
2. RBF kernel
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where γ, d, and r are kernel parameters. γ represents the structural parameters of Polynomial, RBF and Sigmoid kernels. d only exists in Polynomial kernel function and indicates the degree of Polynomial function, and r represents the residuals. Finally, the decision function of nonlinear SVR can be expressed as:
The SVR model trained is a regression function, and thus the sensitivity analysis of individual input variables can be quantified using the leave-one-out-method (LOOM). To our best knowledge, there is no application of the LOOM in the SVR related studies for sensitivity analysis. The other methods of sensitivity analysis (e.g., Sobol, [54] ) can also be used, however, with the consideration of complexity and practicality, the LOOM is used in this study. The LOOM consists of two steps: (1) both runoff and rainfall variables are used as input variables of the trained SVR model, and the predictive results are obtained as a baseline; (2) one of rainfall or runoff inputs is set to be zero. For example, the type of rainfall variables in the input vector are set to zeros, and the predictive results are obtained using only runoff variables. Similarly, the predictive results can also be obtained using only rainfall variables. The predictive results from these three scenarios are drawn in an identical figure for comparison. The detailed sensitivity analysis of different input variables is investigated and presented in Section 4.3 in this paper.
Input Variables and Normalization
The primary goal of this paper is to build a support regression model to forecast discharge with respect to different lead times at the catchment outlet. For long lead time forecasting, there is a tradeoff between prediction accuracy and forecast lead time. The prediction accuracy declines with the increase in forecast lead time. In our view, the forecast lead time of predictions, at the very least, should be set to three hours, since flood managers can launch flood warnings and inform the people to prepare for possible flooding threat. Meanwhile, we also conducted four-to five-hours-ahead forecasting in this catchment, however, the results are in line with the fore-mentioned accuracy declination trend. Therefore, the longest timestep of outputs is set to three hours according to engineering experience (e.g., time of concentration of runoff in a specific catchment) and practical practice (e.g., trial and error experiments).
For rainfall-runoff modelling, rainfall information is an essential input variable that drives the hydrological processes during the flooding period. Runoff at the outlet is a response to a rainfall event over the catchment. Moreover, the forecasted runoffs are strongly correlated with the historical runoffs. The runoff information has been used as a single model input variable to conduct flood forecasting [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] , however, it is expected that the additional rainfall information can enhance the predictive performance of data-driven models [31, 39, 60] . Some studies [61] [62] [63] adopted additional input variables, e.g., air temperature, evaporation, etc., to conduct stream-flow forecasting, however these effects have trivial impacts on flash floods. Thus, both the lagged rainfall and runoff are selected as the model input variables.
The time lags associated with the input variables should be determined before the SVR model training. We herein utilize the hydrological concept of the time of response to determine the lags of rainfall variables. The differences of appearance time between rainfall and flow peaks are calculated for each flood event. The calculated average of the appearance time difference is 4.84 h and 4.57 h for training and testing datasets, respectively. Therefore, we set the lags of rainfall to 5 h. The lags of runoff are identical to that of rainfall, and the sensitivity analysis on different lags of runoff variable will be presented in the discussion. Figure 2 shows the relationship between model inputs and outputs. The black solid points represent the observed lagged rainfall and runoff, while hollow triangles represent the predicted runoff from one to three hours ahead. It should be noted that three SVR models with identical input variables forecast flood runoff from one to three hours ahead, respectively. runoff are identical to that of rainfall, and the sensitivity analysis on different lags of runoff variable will be presented in the discussion. Figure 2 shows the relationship between model inputs and outputs. The black solid points represent the observed lagged rainfall and runoff, while hollow triangles represent the predicted runoff from one to three hours ahead. It should be noted that three SVR models with identical input variables forecast flood runoff from one to three hours ahead, respectively. 
where X and Xscaled are the unscaled and scaled variable, respectively; Xmax, global and Xmin, global represent the global maximum and minimum value of variables, respectively. In this study, the global statistical values are calculated using all selected flood events, which ensures that all normalized variables are ranged within an identical space.
Parameter Calibration
The nonlinear SVR model is used for long lead time flood forecasting in this study. A kernel function that maps the input variables into a higher dimensional feature space has to be selected from those commonly used functions (i.e., RBF, Linear, Polynomial, and Sigmoid, etc.). Dibike et al. [50] used different kernel functions in SVR for rainfall-runoff modelling and concluded that the RBF kernel had better performance than other kernel functions. Yang et al. [43] investigated the predictive performances of SVR for reservoir monthly inflow forecasts and demonstrated that SVR using RBF kernel generated more accurate predictions than other kernels. Besides, a large number of previous studies and applications using SVR for hydrological forecasting show that the RBF achieved satisfactory and robust performance [36, 51, 64] . Therefore, the RBF is selected as the kernel function of SVR in this study.
The performance of SVR highly depends on the hyperparameters including the cost constant C, the radius of the insensitive tube ε, and the kernel parameter γ of RBF function. These parameters are mutually dependent. The cost constant C controls the smoothness of the approximation function (Equation (10)). The greater C value will result in the greater penalty of errors, which the learning model becomes more complex. In contrast, the smaller C value may cause the errors to be excessively tolerated, thus the learning model is poorly approximated. The parameter ε also affects the complexity or smoothness of the approximation function. The value of ε dominates the number of support vectors, which determines the accuracy of the approximation function. The smaller ε value may lead to more support vectors and result in a complex function. The greater ε value may cause Normalization of data is a pre-processing technique and has been widely used for machine learning. For the flood forecasting in this study, the input variables (rainfall and runoff) have different units and their values also largely differ in the order of magnitude. Thus, all input variables are scaled to the range [0, 1] using the MinMaxScaler method, shown as follows:
where X and X scaled are the unscaled and scaled variable, respectively; X max, global and X min, global represent the global maximum and minimum value of variables, respectively. In this study, the global statistical values are calculated using all selected flood events, which ensures that all normalized variables are ranged within an identical space.
The performance of SVR highly depends on the hyperparameters including the cost constant C, the radius of the insensitive tube ε, and the kernel parameter γ of RBF function. These parameters are mutually dependent. The cost constant C controls the smoothness of the approximation function (Equation (10)). The greater C value will result in the greater penalty of errors, which the learning model becomes more complex. In contrast, the smaller C value may cause the errors to be excessively tolerated, thus the learning model is poorly approximated. The parameter ε also affects the complexity or smoothness of the approximation function. The value of ε dominates the number of support vectors, which determines the accuracy of the approximation function. The smaller ε value may lead to more support vectors and result in a complex function. The greater ε value may cause the ε-insensitive tube to contain a lot of data that are unseen by the learning model. In this case, some important information may be lost resulting in a poorly flatted approximation function. The kernel parameter γ controls the degree of nonlinearity of the model [65] .
The two-step grid search method, the genetic algorithm method, and the shuffled complex evolution algorithm method have been previously used for parameter calibration in SVR [34, 35, 63, [66] [67] [68] . Hsu [68] recommended the use of two-step grid search method to calibrate parameters due to its significant advantage over time-consuming mitigation. Yu et al. [34] also applied a two-step grid search method to obtain the optimal parameters of different SVR models used for real-time flood stage forecasting. Wu et al. [35] combined the Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the above two-step grid search method to find the optimal parameters and successfully carried out the river flow prediction. In this study, we use the two-step grid search method to determine optimal parameters because of its simplicity, robustness and time-saving. The method consists of two steps. First, a relatively coarser range search (i.e., C = 0.1, 1.0, 10.0, 100.0, 1000.0, 10,000.0, 100,000.0; ε = 0.000001, 0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0; γ = 0.00001, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10.0) was applied to obtain the best region of these three-dimensional grids. Then, a smaller range of grid search (e.g., C = 1.0, 10.0, 100.0, 1000.0; ε = 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01; γ = 0.001, 0.01, 0.1) was further conducted to achieve the optimal parameters.
The parameter calibration was completed during the training stage using the training dataset, and then the trained model was evaluated by comparing the testing results using root mean square error (RMSE). The calibrated parameters that achieve good predictive performances in both training and testing datasets are used so that the calibrated model is not trapped in an overfitting problem during the learning stage. The final calibrated parameters for different multiple-hours-ahead SVR models are shown in Table 1 . 
Evaluation Indices
For flash floods in a small mountainous catchment, peak flow and time-to-peak (i.e., the appearance time of a peak) are primarily concerned by hydrologists and practitioners, rather than the whole flood hydrograph. In general, the peak flow determines the level of flood risk and can effectively indicate the damage assessment. Meanwhile, peak flow and time-to-peak at the specified cross-section of the river are the vital indicators for flash flood forecasting and warning [69] [70] [71] . Therefore, the predictions of peak flow and time-to-peak for each flood event in the testing dataset are investigated in this study. Several traditional indices of forecast performance such as the correlation coefficient (R 2 ), the root mean square error (RMSE), the mean absolute error (MAE), the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE), and the relative error (RE), etc., have been widely used for flood forecasting model evaluation in the literature [15, 63, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . In this study, the qualified rate (QR) of the number of 'qualified' events to the total number of events is calculated based on a national criterion regarding flood forecasting, Standard for Hydrological Information and Hydrological Forecasting [77] . The 'qualified' prediction of flood events should satisfy the following indices [77] : where Q m,sim and Q m,obs represent the simulated and observed peak flows, respectively; T m,obs and T m,sim represent the peak appearance time of observations and simulations, respectively. Moreover, the fore-mentioned RMSE is averaged among the whole testing flood events for the comprehensive evaluation of all testing flood events.
where N represents the total number of testing flood events; Q ij, sim and Q ij, obs are the forecasted and observed flows of the ith testing flood event, and n i indicates the length of the ith testing flood event.
The major academic terminologies used in this paper are shown and described in Table 2 . Table 2 . Notations.
Name Definition Unit
lagged runoff variable antecedent runoff variable, for example, given that Q(t) represents the forecasted runoff at t timestep, Q(t − 1), Q(t − 2), and Q(t − 3) etc. are the lagged runoff variables used for predicting runoff at t timestep. Prediction-Q-P the runoff prediction is obtained using both runoff and rainfall variables m 3 /s
Results and Discussion
Prediction Results
The trained SVR models were used to forecast flood hydrographs with one-, two-, three-hours ahead. The predictive performance of different multiple-hours-ahead models is investigated with respect to the predictions of peak flow and peak appearance time. To avoid the risk of overfitting of SVR models, the predictive statistics of SVR models are calculated for both training and testing datasets. The calculated QR and average RMSE values are shown in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , the forecasting results are satisfactory, and the testing results are slightly better than the training results as demonstrated by the QR and RMSE values. The three-hours-ahead predictions are worse than that from one-and two-hours-ahead forecasting models. The longer the length of the forecasting period is, the worse predictions obtained. Figure 3 presents the forecasted and observed peak flows for both the training and testing flood events. The gray shadow represents the uncertainty band of peak flows, and the upper and lower bounds are determined by increasing and decreasing the observed peak flows by 20%, respectively. Most forecasted peak flow values derived from these three SVR models lie in this band. The figure indicates that the forecasted peak flows fit well with the observed peak flows across all flood events. The results from one-hour-ahead SVR model are relatively closer to the observations than that from the other two multiple-hours-ahead SVR models. The highest peak flow during the testing stage was overestimated by all the multiple-hours-ahead models, however, they are still located within the uncertainty band. It is probably because a high variation exists when using SVR to forecast the highest peak flow, which is beyond the peak flow ranges during the training stage. In order to quantify different forecast time horizons of the developed SVR model, the correlation between the observed and predicted peak flows is also shown in Figure 3b ,d,f. These figures indicate a relatively good agreement between the observed and predicted peak flows in the selected study area. The dashed black line represents the linear fit, which indicates a strong linear correlation with R 2 larger than 0.90. Most forecasted peak flow values derived from these three SVR models lie in this band. The figure indicates that the forecasted peak flows fit well with the observed peak flows across all flood events. The results from one-hour-ahead SVR model are relatively closer to the observations than that from the other two multiple-hours-ahead SVR models. The highest peak flow during the testing stage was overestimated by all the multiple-hours-ahead models, however, they are still located within the uncertainty band. It is probably because a high variation exists when using SVR to forecast the highest peak flow, which is beyond the peak flow ranges during the training stage. In order to quantify different forecast time horizons of the developed SVR model, the correlation between the observed and predicted peak flows is also shown in Figure 3b ,d,f. These figures indicate a relatively good agreement between the observed and predicted peak flows in the selected study area. The dashed black line represents the linear fit, which indicates a strong linear correlation with R 2 larger than 0.90. 
Analysis of Runoff Input Variable
The time lags of both rainfall and runoff input variables were set to five hours. The time lags of rainfall variable were determined using the hydrological concept of the time of response, while the 
The time lags of both rainfall and runoff input variables were set to five hours. The time lags of rainfall variable were determined using the hydrological concept of the time of response, while the runoff variable was aligned with the rainfall variable. In this case, it is possible that the time lags of runoff variable may take significant effect on the predictions.
The different runoff lags are examined with respect to the performance of SVR models. The rainfall variable lags in the input vector are fixed at the maximum value, i.e., five hours, while the runoff variable lags are set from one to five, respectively. The hyperparameters of SVR models are identical to those as shown in Table 1 for a fair comparison. The average RMSE values for all the testing flood events are calculated, as shown in Table 4 . The statistics from Table 4 show that the calculated QR values are identical when runoff variables lagged with one to five hours are used to forecast runoff at one to two hours ahead. In three-hours-ahead forecasting, the forecasts using one-to two-hours-lagged runoff variables are relatively worse when compared to those with more time lags (over two-hours-lagged runoff input variables). Moreover, the differences are less significant among the calculated RMSE values using different lagged runoff variables. That said, more lagged runoff variables can slightly improve the prediction performance of SVR.
Phase Lag Analysis of Model Output
Phase lag herein refers to the peak appearance time error between the observed and forecasted hydrographs. Table 5 shows the calculated peak appearance time errors for all selected testing flood events. Note that the error values are obtained by subtracting the predicted value from the observed peak appearance time. Most of the error values of the peak appearance time are below zero, which indicates the significant phase lag of predictions. The phase lag will aggravate when using twoand three-hours-ahead SVR models. The sensitivity analysis of the model input variables (i.e., rainfall and runoff variables) is investigated with the performance of SVR using LOOM. The predictive results from testing flood events are used for analysis. We selected three typical flood events to describe the impact of rainfall and runoff on the predictions. The typical flood events selected are based on single/multiple peaks, different peak magnitudes. The observed and predicted hydrographs are shown in Figure 4 . As shown in Figure 4 , in general, the hydrographs forecasted for longer lead times (e.g., 3 h) present higher deviations and longer phase lags. The hydrographs predicted by the lagged runoff variables are almost in line with the results of both lagged rainfall and runoff variables, which indicate that the lagged runoff variables contribute to the predictions more. In this case, the predicted hydrographs would not decline during the peak stage. The phase lag exists, especially for a longer time ahead forecasting. The input rainfall variables have a significant increasing effect on the high peak flows with the increase in lead time, and the peak appearance time predicted using only lagged rainfall variables are more accurate. Thus, for multiple-hours-ahead (lead time ≥ 2 h) SVR models, it is concluded that the predicted runoff values are dominated by the lagged runoff variables (peak flow magnitude dimension), however, the rainfall variables can largely mitigate the phase lag of model outputs (peak time dimension).
Discussion on the Potential Application to Larger Regions
In this study, a small mountainous catchment is used to validate the capability of the SVR model of flash flood forecasting at different lead times. As stated previously, the small catchment has the significant characteristics of strong non-linearity and high uncertainty of hydrological processes, which bring difficulties to flood forecasting. The results in this study have shown the advantages of the SVR method. Our study shows that the SVR model presents strong practicality in solving hydrological time series forecasting problems. As shown in Figure 4 , in general, the hydrographs forecasted for longer lead times (e.g., 3 h) present higher deviations and longer phase lags. The hydrographs predicted by the lagged runoff variables are almost in line with the results of both lagged rainfall and runoff variables, which indicate that the lagged runoff variables contribute to the predictions more. In this case, the predicted hydrographs would not decline during the peak stage. The phase lag exists, especially for a longer time ahead forecasting. The input rainfall variables have a significant increasing effect on the high peak flows with the increase in lead time, and the peak appearance time predicted using only lagged rainfall variables are more accurate. Thus, for multiple-hours-ahead (lead time ≥ 2 h) SVR models, it is concluded that the predicted runoff values are dominated by the lagged runoff variables (peak flow magnitude dimension), however, the rainfall variables can largely mitigate the phase lag of model outputs (peak time dimension).
In this study, a small mountainous catchment is used to validate the capability of the SVR model of flash flood forecasting at different lead times. As stated previously, the small catchment has the significant characteristics of strong non-linearity and high uncertainty of hydrological processes, which bring difficulties to flood forecasting. The results in this study have shown the advantages of the SVR method. Our study shows that the SVR model presents strong practicality in solving hydrological time series forecasting problems.
Hydrologic and hydraulic models have been widely used to solve flood forecasting problems over large scales [78] . As for data-driven models, the predictive method used in this paper is able to be applied to the large catchment for flood forecasting. In large-or medium-scale catchments, the long forecast horizon of flood forecasting has been investigated, since the flow concentration time will take longer compared with small catchments. Guo et al. [79] utilized an adaptive SVR model to predict monthly streamflow on the Three Gorges Area in the Yangtze River Basin in China. Wang et al. [80] investigated the performance of SVR for forecasting monthly discharge time series in Lancangjiang catchment located in the southwest of China. Huang et al. [81] used a modified Empirical Mode Decomposition based (EMD-based) SVM for monthly streamflow prediction in Wei River basin. In these studies of large catchments, the SVR model shows a good performance on streamflow forecasting.
SVR uses a hypothetical space of linear functions in a highly dimensional feature space in order to achieve a good generalization capability when directly establishing a function between inputs and outputs. As an alternative method, the SVR model shows promising potential applications in the field of hydrology, especially in solving non-linear hydrological problems.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a flood forecasting method applied in mountainous areas. The SVR model is utilized to forecast discharge at the river reach from one to three hours ahead. The numerical experiment is carried out using 69 flood events collected in a typical mountainous catchment in China during 29 years. A two-step grid search method is used to determine the hyperparameters of different multiple-hours-ahead SVR models. The time lags of input variables are investigated based on the hydrological concept of the time of response. The peak flow and peak appearance time are used to analyze the predictive performance of SVR.
The SVR models have satisfactory performances to predict the peak flows from one to three hours ahead. The runoff input variable analysis indicates that there is a slight improvement in the prediction results with the increase of input length. The flood forecasts are dominated by the lagged runoff variable, while the rainfall variable has a significant effect on the peak appearance time, especially for the longer time ahead of forecasting. This study shows a strong capability of SVR for long lead time flood forecasting in a mountainous area.
There are several limitations in this study. First, only a small mountainous catchment was selected as the case study since we have collected the abundant rainfall and discharge data, however, future studies are suggested to investigate and compare the predictive performance of SVR in catchments with different spatial scales, topography, and climate conditions (e.g., arid, semi-arid and semi-humid, etc.); Second, the hydrological data during the period from 1984 to 2012 was used in this study, however, the changing conditions (climate and land use changes) in recent years have been enhanced worldwide, and their effects on predictive results are valuable to explore. Meanwhile, other issues, such as the use of different kernel functions, and the comparison of different ML techniques were not presented in this study. More works and efforts should be done to explore these issues in the future.
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